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Economic Justice in a Flat World: Christian Perspectives on 
Globalization

 

 Apart from its study by professional economists, globalization is often a 

this understanding it adds important discussion about what many consider 

and Protestants, the authors bring perspectives on globalization that are 
compatible with Christian norms of justice and suited to the real (not 

their options for personal engagement with efforts on behalf of economic 

Teaching, Markets, and the Poor”), Michael Novak exhibits his gift of 
calling attention to the life of the human spirit

defense of markets is often based on the primacy of individual liberty, 

 In chapter 2 (“Who is My Neighbor?”), the strongest statement made by 

do not get to choose who our neighbors are; we just need to respond when 

for all, especially those who are hidden from us by distance, culture, or 

have become visible. Rather than prioritizing obligations, Russell asks 
readers to open their hearts to the particular neighbors whom God calls 

 Russell also urges support for efforts helping marginalized people 
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 In Chapter 3 (“Moral Values and the Rules of International Trade”), 
Daniel Finn describes the function of moral values and rules (laws) that 

 By applying Christian criteria for justice, Finn argues that Christians 
should advocate for international agreement on rules to prevent the worst 

of expanding international trade for raising the productivity and incomes 

practical rationale for trade negotiations to incorporate protection of 

case for restrictions on trade for the sake of worker rights or environmental 
sustainability is strong, but my sense is that the prospects for political 

disincentive effects on workers to adjust quickly to changing competitive 

complicated by political and economic reality, Finn urges Christians to 

 Stephen Smith does a masterful job of describing foreign direct 
investment in chapter 4 (“Foreign Direct Investment—the ‘Monster’ 

Critics tend to evaluate FDI in terms of distributional 
Smith says, FDI should be recognized for its capacity to raise living 

 In chapter 5 (“Welcoming the Stranger?”), Brad Christerson gives an 
overview of the immigration debate, answering those who mistakenly 
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justice warrants the use of tax credits to encourage vulnerable workers 

Christerson argues for policy changes to raise the limit on the number of 

Worker Migration”) shows readers that international movements of goods, 

immigration creates gains for participating countries not unlike expanded 

of services, while acknowledging the value of businesses outsourcing to 

 Christopher Barrett provides an engaging summary of the history of aid 
and its evaluation as a tool for development in chapter 7 (“Foreign Aid, 

This approach has the virtue of recognizing the role of human agency, 

 Roland Hoksbergen’s chapter (“Transformational Development”) is 

sized enterprises, he paints a picture of transformation made possible 

entrepreneurs are liberated for service through a compelling vision of their 

to collaborate with similar efforts—having an impact on the future, one 

political and economic reform to setting up rural savings and credit 

African church partnerships with international funding agencies and local 

Oladipo’s optimism contrasts with warnings in other chapters that debt 
relief and fair trade 
 In chapter 10 (“The International Financial System: The Good, the Bad, 
and the Ugly”), Stephen Smith does a remarkable job of clarifying the 
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the importance of good governance and macroeconomic stability for 

 In his brief chapter (“Christian Values and the Case Against Financial 

these, Tiemstra adds cultural diversity, business practices, and asymmetric 

 When capital is globally mobile, governments are prevented from opting 
for their own culturally accepted ways of evaluating business success and 

cultures favor this approach over the western use of contracts, backed by 

especially interesting to those who believe that business success should be 

done by the author herself, in chapter 12 (“Trade Growth, Environment, 

complementarities between economic research and Christian concern 

 Donald Hay provides a straightforward summary of recent studies 
regarding climate change—its costs and remedies—with a strong 
connection to the Stern Review in chapter 13 (“Global Climate Change 

warming on poor nations, along with the Christian duty of stewardship 

output growth their priority to emphasizing the “condition of inputs” 
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because it prohibited the sale of land in perpetuity and protected workers 

 I recommend this book highly for use in college courses on economics 

that it is written by Christian economists adds genuine value, but does 

is essential for justice, but do so in a nuanced way, carefully reviewing 

authors believe that the potential for adverse effects should moderate 


